Questions about gluconet®
What is gluconet®?
gluconet® is an innovative telemedicine solution speciically for
diabetics. You can send your values from your measurement

device directly to your doctor from your home computer.
Why all this?
Many doctors read their patients’ measurement devices
into their computers. However, this is oten laborious and
time-consuming. It would therefore be more eficient to
send the values before you visit your doctor. This will help
your doctor to save time and also to prepare your consultation better.

Send your data to your doctor!
It is essential for optimal diabetes treatment that the
doctor knows your blood sugar values and also knows
when and how much insulin you are injecting and which
medicines you are taking.

Why is gluconet® so secure?
Apart from the encrypted measurement values, you only need
to send a number (the gluconet® ID) for identiication purposes.
It is not necessary to enter any personal data, not even your email address. Even if someone succeeded in hacking into the
data transfer and cracking the encryption, it would still not be
possible to discover your identity from this.
Which blood sugar measurement device can I use?
gluconet® supports all common blood sugar measurement
devices; you can also send data from diary apps, insulin
pumps or blood pressure measurement equipment. You
can ind an up-to-date list under www.gluconet.org
Is it really free?

>> It is oten very dificult to read such information from
written paper diaries. Values are oten missing there
or are no longer legible.

gluconet® is entirely free for you as a patient. You are not
entering into any obligation and you are not even required
to give your e-mail address.

Many doctors therefore read their patients’ measurement devices into their computers. However, this is oten
laborious and time-consuming during the consultation.

What do I need?
You only need a computer with an internet connection and
also a suitable data cable for your measurement device.

It would therefore be more eficient to send the values
before you visit your doctor. This will help your doctor to
save time and also to prepare his consultation with you
better.

What is behind this?

This is all very easy, secure and free with gluconet ®, the
innovative telemedicine solution for diabetes patients.

gluconet® is operated by mediaspects GmbH, the leading
Europe-wide producer of diabetes management sotware.

DIABASS® PRO sotware is used in
tices and clinics, and more than
,
BASS® for their daily diaries.

s of medical pracpatients use DIA-

gluconet® is a service provided by mediaspects
GmbH, Postfach
, DKonstanz

Telemedicine for
diabetes patients
Send your blood sugar values
from your home to your doctor
• Simple
• Secure
• Universal
• Free of charge

gluconet® is that simple:

1.

®

gluconet
Pass

You will receive a gluconet® Pass from your doctor which
contains a short introduction and your personal gluconet® ID
– this is a code which your doctor uses to classify your data.

2.

3.

With a few clicks you can read the values from all common blood sugar measurement devices, blood pressure
measurement devices and also insulin pumps into your
computer, which are then automatically forwarded to your
doctor. It is not necessary to enter an e-mail address or any
other personal data.

By the way: gluconet® can also be used with apps. Just
send an e-mail with the data and your gluconet® ID in the
subject line to doc@gluconet.org.
If your diary app is certiied for gluconet® ID then the data
will be sent just by pressing a button.

4.

>> It goes without saying that your data will nevertheless
be secured with a high level of encryption AES
.
www.gluconet.org
>> Data transfer module
Enter your gluconet ® ID in www.gluconet.org and download the free data transfer sotware. No other data will be
requested, nor is any registration required.

>> All this is entirely free of charge – all you need is the
data transfer cable for your measurement device.
>> Ater the data transfer has inished you will receive a
PDF document where your values will be displayed in a
clear format as a diary. You can then print out and save
this document.

Receiving data is just as easy for your doctor: existing
data can be downloaded automatically with one click,
and then assigned to the patient– locally therefore on
the doctor’s PC.

gluconet® can be used with 200 blood sugar measurement devices!

)ou can ind an up-to-date list on the internet under www.gluconet.org

Also possible:
Send your data
from diary apps.

